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Outline
• Background

• 20-year moratorium
• USGS Science to support decision making

• Problem:
• Is our science being understood?

• Solution: Find better, more engaging ways, to 
communicate the science
• Radon graphic/comic/geonarrative
• USGS “Fact Sheet”
• New effort including social science and scientists



Background
• Record of Decision (ROD) Jan. 2012– withdrawal of 1M acres

• Tasked with closing these data gaps--existing permitted mines

• “The uncertainties of effects to water quantity and quality, also 
leads to uncertainties of effects to animals and humans.  The 
effects of exposure of native plants and animals to increased 
levels of radionuclides are unknown.”  (ROD p. 10).

• “The EIS states that impacts are possible from uranium mining 
in the area, including, in particular, impacts to water resources.  
It also expresses uncertainty with respect to hydrology and 
groundwater flow in the area as well as the potential effects of 
increased radionuclides to plants and animals.” (ROD, p. 12).



Study Area



Mine features
• Small footprint, 

underground mine, small 
deposits

• Head frame
• Detention pond
• Ore storage
• Waste rock/

overburden storage
• Peripheral berm, 

internal drainage

Pinenut Mine
During mining



The Problem: 
• “I just sat through 3 hours of your presentations, and I did not 

catch most of it. Can I have your powerpoint slides? “
• Member non-government organization: “there are USGS 

studies documenting higher U concentrations in soils around 
the mines north of Grand Canyon…[other studies] 
documenting movement of material from uranium mines 
during flash floods in the 1980s.” The speaker was using 
these statements as evidence of the effects of uranium 
mining on the environment. 

• Mining company replies by quoting from USGS report: “No 
scientific evidence of adverse environmental impacts.”



Radon-Active Mining
• Rn health hazard to biota if inhaled
• Two radon monitors and time-

lapse camera
• Rnore pile > Rnventilation shaft

• Rn lower on windy and rainy days.
• Physical disturbance of ore pile did 

not affect Rn concentrations. 



Radon: Active mining, Take 2!
• Graphic ‘comic’ created
• Content combines results from the scientific paper 

and information describing radiation and how 
inhaling radon causes radiation-related health 
effects

• 11 panels in all
• Information conveyed in drawings and headers to 

each panel.  
• Geonarrative, scrolling format.  Downloadable .pdf















USGS Fact 4p. Fact 
Sheet 
• Summarizes ~ 20 scientific 

studies
• Art “centerfold” depicts important 

aspects of the study area
• Surrounded by one-two 

sentence science summaries
• Will be available in print and on-

line
• Using the engaging visuals of this 

artist’s work to draw in the 
audience







New Effort
• Working in collaboration with Eric Welch and Lesley 

Michalegko (Arizona State University)
• Use social science to match message format to intended 

audiences and examine challenges of communicating science 
about this topic

• Develop engagement strategy for interested parties
• Review and synthesize existing products
• Use findings to develop at least one new communication 

product. 



Summary
• Working within our institutional guidelines 

(peer-reviewed publications) to develop 
products that communicate our results in a 
different way

• Important to reach a broad audience and 
accurately communicate our results.  

• The greater the understanding of the results, 
the greater the amount of informed discussion 
about underlying issues. 
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